
rs after an adequate 
twist sf my proposaal 

need, so it  seems to me, 
ricted but substantive 

e. Such  analyses shouId have the 
ted models in other  areas of 
ula tion ease of comprehension, 

f my earlier work on the 
ts of natural Ilan 

r,  but my intenti 
entsic way of putting my 

terms of what I call ex- 
tended relatzonal algebras of the semantics of a large part of the or- 

(1) The Ideas developed here  were first outlmed In m y  Stanford  course of lectures on 
mathematical lmguistlcs in the winter t e m  of 1973 They were almost crystallized into 
&elr present form ln a Eo~nt sermnar I gave wlth Paul Grlce ln Berkeley durmg the sprlng 
t e m ,  197.5. He would undoubtedly not wholly agree w ~ t h  everything that I say  here, 
although ln response to hls sharp questaons, and those 01 George  Myro and Rlchard War- 
ner a5 well, I m d e  a valiant effort at persuasmn. I have benefited recently from  a lively 
exchange wlth Robert Smith and Freeman Rawson. Them trenchant remarks on the 
next-to-final draft saved me from several blunders and obsmrlties. This research ha+ 
been supported ln part by U.S. National Saence Foupldaelon Grant NSF-EC-43997. 
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dinary-language  examples of quantifiers in my logic text  (Sup- 
pes, 1957). Thus, I want  to analyze not only All men are anzmals, 
bu t also Some rophomores date pneors,  Euery man loues some woman, 
Sorrie men look a t  every woman, or EueV number 2s less than some nurn- 
ber. I t  is, of course, easy to construct examples of 
sentences that fail outside  the  intended  range of 
For all  dutmct jmints x,  y,  and u, if x., y,  and u are not collinear, then 
there ir 9 ,hoint v such that  the l m  determined by x and y W parallel to 
the  line  determuted by u a d  v ?>. ut the extent of ordinary usage 
covered by the  semantic calcul of extended  relation  algebras 
is substantial, main1 plex  sequences s f  quantifiers 
are  rare in natural 

of what I develop here 
ense in verb systems, and 

of sets for the model s 
vious. In a general way 

( 2 )  From a forrnal standpoint, a better example, taken from Tarski (ngq~) ,  that cannot 
be exprewed in the calculus of relatmns is this : For evg, x,  y, and z there ES a u such that 
xRu & yRu &k zRu. 

(3) For a sophlracated discussam of conrrd structures  m  natural language, see Smith 
and Rawson ( m  press). 
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i 
square 

l 
table 

Figure 1 

xical items) as yet 
w is the semantics 

to be formalized? With eac 
we associate a semantic function, and thus 

tree to a semantic tree by 
of the tree. The d 
in Figure 2 after 
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The semantic tree is obtained by the  assignment  of (i) de- 
notations to terminal  words or phrases,  in this  case § for  the  set 
of square things and T for  the  set  of  tables,  and (ii) semantic 
functions to production  rules, in this  case the  identity  function 
for the lexical rules  and  intersection  for NP - Adj + N.  The 
word  order  in  the  corresponding  French  example table carrée 
(Figure 3) is reversed. The  denotation of the  root of  the tree 

N :  T Adi : S 
I 

table : T 
I d  

can-& : S 

Figure 3 

is just  the  same. The  semantic  parts of the  French  and English 
trees are  more alike  than  the  grammatical  parts. 

Let  us  next  consider  the analysis of a simple  sentence.  The 
semantic tree of John loues Ma? has  the  following form  (Figure 
4) : 

I I 
John :  j loves : L 

I 
Mary : m 

Figure 4 

Note  that  in this tree L is the  binary  relation  of loving. Perhaps 
the  most  interesting  denotation is that of  the VP node.  The 
denotation of this node is the  set  consisting  of  the  image of Mary 
under  the  converse  of loving ---lt"{ml- or ,  in  more  in- 
tuitive language,  the  set of persons  that love Mary.  The  de- 
notation  of  the root of the  tree J[ take to be  what I term  the  Fre- 
ge  function  defined  as  follows : 
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wule 
NP-AdJ+N 

The second stage is the characterization of model structures. 
In the general theory of model-theoretic semantics for context- 
free languages, I use the concept of a hierarchy % (D) of sets built 
up  from a given nonempty domain by closure under  union, 
subset,  and  power set 'operations9. model structure for a given 
grammar G with terminal vocabularly VT is a 
where D is a nonempty se 
%(D). Explicit details are to d in Suppes (1973a). 

grammars is in principle 
ml ly  complex. Some of 

Extension of the concept of s tree to transformational 

(1973b). 

Extended relation algebras enter as  highly restricted forms of 
the hierarchy (D) of a model structure <D,v>. The  natural 
preliminary defintition is that of a nonempty family 
closed under  the Boolean operations of complementation and 
union, the relation  operations of converse and relative product, 
and  the image R"A of a set A under the relation W.  In familiar 
noation these are just h e  following conditions : * 

E I .  I f A  E f  then-A E y  ; 
Ez. I f  A,B € y  then A U 
Eg. I f  A Ef then A 
Eq. I f  A,B €'y then 
Eg. I f  A,B €f then A"B 

The  properties of all  these operations are discussed in some 
detail in Suppes ( 19609. If D is a  domain, then 9- is a subset of 
the power set of D U (D X D). For  the classical  syllogism  we need 
only that 9'- is an algebra of sets, i.e., is a subset of the power 
set of D and satisfies E r and EP.  The conditions E r-Eg define a 
structure  that  from  a purely logical or mathematical standpoint 
is somewhat unusual, because of Eg, but as we saw in the 
analysis of,John lows Ma9 in Fi re 4, the image of a set under  a 



nditisn on the 

ermann's ( 1950) classic 
Bustrates the method. 
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All freshman date some tumors 

l I 

Clearly, the meaning of the notation '' U 

a family F o f  sets  satisfying E 1-1~5, but the followin 
theorem of set  theory brings us back within y .  
Theorem 1 .  For any sets A and 

i CJ 

a E A  

is of the semantic 
analysis  given here  the existenti 

al except ~QI- the branch 
5. 1 would claim that 

by the omission of the 
l to say Some dogs bite 

le, as is also true 
of the  pair of sentences about freshmen. I do not consider here 
those sentences with existential quantifier in object posi tion 
which, i t is often claimed, have at  least one  reading with the 
logical force of (Ex) (Ay) p (x,y) rather than (Ay) (Ex) p (x,y). 

The relational analysis of the universal negative quantifier no 
goes hand in hand with that of the existential quantifier,just as 
in the classical case of l[ and ]E propositions. This can  be seen by 
constructing  the semantic tree f ~ r  the sentence 

Some &o/~le eat no uegetables 



1 the sentence Some Peofde eat some r~ge tab l t~ ,  
f eat some uegetables and eat no vegetable.\ are 

ents of each other : E"V and -@"V) 
Q a classical E proposition being the con- 
sponding I proposí tion. 

uantifiers in the object position is 
more difficult. C~nsider  the sentence 

e universal case, we have 

s EJ  

~ ~ ~ a 1 i ~ .  To account for 
we must extend  the pre1 

ras. As far as I ~ ~ o ~ ?  the method of ex- 

the extension, ehe first of 
conditions E 1 -Eg, and the 

st  approach  requires  adding 

p with B intuitively 

a E A  

e new closure  condition is 

he closure condi tiom 
e power set of 
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D U (D X B), where D is the  domain  of  individuals  of  the  model 
structure.  In  both  approaches I am  not  entirely  happy  with  the 
inclusion  of  sets  that are “‘mixtures”  of relations  and sets of in- 
dividuals, so another  alternative  that  does  not really  affect the 
formal  developments  here is to take all sets in  the  union  of  the 
power  set of D and  the  power  set  of D X D. I assume this latter 
choice  in  what  follows,  and I now  define n @,A) in  terms of 
operations  closed on this  family of  sets,  which I call. ZY (D) - 
8 for  extended  relation  algebra  of sets. Formally, 

where 9 (D) is the  power  set, i.e., the  set  of all subsets, of D. 
For  the  defini  tion of fi (B,A), we  need  the  concept of restrict- 

ing a relation  to  having a given set as  domain.  The  notation R I A 
is standard in set  theory ; is the  relation  derived  from R .by 
restricting  the  domain  of to the  set A.  In other  words, in 
terms  of  intersection  and  the  Cartesian  product,  we  have : 

The  next s tep is to define  the set f l  R.”{  a} in  terms  of  opera  tors 
a E A  

closed in g(D) .  For this  set I use,  the  notation n (R,A). For ar- 
bitrary sets A, B ,  and R ,  (1 (R,A) = B iff 

( i )  B C R“A, 
( i i )  For every C, if C # O  &k C 6 B then (R1A)”C = A, 

(i i i )  For every D, if D +O D G  R“A 8& D - B P Q  then 

2.-rc 

(%)”(D -BB) # A .  

I t is easy to show  that n (R ,A) has the  intended  properties.  We 
thus may replace  the  semantic tree of Figure 7 by : 

. E  

N P : F  TV: D U Q  N P : J  

Figure 8 
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The semantics of the VP rules is classical and not  an issue here. 
In particular, 

[VP]=[N] /[Adj] / -[N] / -[Adj], 

respectively, for the four VB rules given above. Note  that the 
copula,  Cop, does not  denote.  In  the sequel, I need only the 
denotation [VB] of VP. 1 also assume without  comment  the 
usual model-theoretic relational  structures for proving validity 
and invalidity 

A model structure < D  ,v>  of a grammar G is Boolean iff for 
any string s of V;. for which v is defined, 4s )  is a subset of D. 
The model structure is relational iff v(s) is an element of 8' (D). A 
potentially denoting  context-free  grammar G is Boolean iff for 
any Boolean model structure <D,v> of G, every semantic func- 
tion of G has its value in 9 (D) whenever its arguments are sub- 
sets  of D ; the  grammar G being relational is defined in similar 
fashion. Making explicit the Boolean semantic functions that 
make GI Boolean is routine based on the examples given and the 
details shall not  be repeated. A Boolean grammar is semantically 
correct iff i t  has a semantically  valid model theory of the 
syllogism. (The  term semantically valid as defined here is really 
too general. I t would probably be  better to say syllogzstically 
valid. 1 The theorem I want now to prove is a negative one  about 
grammar G2. I interpret the theorem as being a semantically 
based argument against the possibility  of  having both a standard 
linguistic parsing of quantifiers and an  appropriately simple 
model theory of the  syllogism. 

Theorem 2. T h  grammar GI for the syllogism is Boolean and seman- 
ticalb correct. I n  contrast, neithr grammar G2 nor any of its consemative 
extensions can be both Boolean and semantically correct. 

Proof. The proof for G is obvious. I therefore give  only the 
negative proof  for G2. To begin with, I shall assume that U Q  
and EQdo  not have a denotation.  Later it will be  apparent that 
the same argument works when they do denote. Also for the 
proof it is necessary to consider only two of the  three  quantifiers 
and so I omit any consideration of N Q  
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denoting and E 
we reverse matte 
same, it is straightforwar 
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real work.  Thus 
and semantically correct. This conc 
its conservative extensions. 

In looking back over this proof 
linguistic approach to  antifi fier§ t be saved by rules like 

and so quantifiers are once as parts of noun 
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